
Here comes a new year

Full of joy and aspirations

The time of a new fable awaits.

The clock ticks twelve

Fireworks burst up in the sky

We create new goals

And surrender our regrets.

A new book opens 

We start a new chapter 

There is a long way to go
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A new year is coming ahead

Bringing hope and families ahead.

Beginnings of new goals 

And the success of the old

A new chapter

A new me

Unfolding it and accepting

The new year with a bright smile

Every year should bring a spark

So let the festivities create a new spark.
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It’s a new year,

A new beginning.

A chance a choice and a target,

To do things another way. 

Maybe learn something new,

Or let go of something old.

Be the best and fresh,

Version of yourself.

Set some goals,

And complete them.

Make this year special,

And let your dreams come true.
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New year ,new show

Smoothly, let it flow

Trust me, and you’ll glow

To the top, it’s my flight

Yes i am right

For me this year is going be bright.

The year has already begun

To start of i decided some resolutions.

After all everything will help me find the solution.
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Here comes the year of 2024,

Millions of gifts at the door.

Starting the year with positivity,

And making some happy moments to cherish.

A new year,

Makes a new me.

A new year makes,

An older me.

Let it be the best

And leave the rest.

Let's have a wonder year.
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Welcome to 2024!

It’s a new year, not a bore!

We look back on those memories

Eating wonderful and delicious kachories!

New year is also the time for resolutions

Where, to problems we find all the solutions

It’s time to start afresh,

our lives, 1, 2, 3 refresh
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It starts at jan first

Everyone’s heart filled with excitement and joy

Many young kids wanted a new toy

And started it with dreams filled with hope

People make resolutions

While fing solutions

The suspense and thrill

Like paneer on grill

Let us move with all these memories

And bring rise to new tales.
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Here comes a brand new year,

More exams with more fear

A chance to blot our mistakes 

A chance to explore new states.

New things one of a kind

And new interesting things to find.

New questions to be answered,

Lot of photos to be captured

Ring happy bells across the snow

As the light of our life always glow.

For sure one thing is clear

It’s filled with fun “This new year”
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A new year,

A new month,

A new week,

And a new day

It’s a new beginning 

With all the new year resolutions

And yearly goals that people set.

Another year of the 20th Century

A new start with opening of the  ram mandir,

And many to come.
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Everything is brand new,

So how about we restart everything we knew

Everyone says, oh my god time flies,

But I am busy with life giving me problems.

Taking new resolutions, Well saying so,

finding more solutions.

New Year, new beginning,

All you have to do in life,is keep enjoying.
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Here comes a new year,

Let's forget our tears and fears.

It is a new beginning,

Where one dance and sings.

Let us strive to make resolutions,

That impacts us a lifetime.

Let the stars be bright 

And the sun to shine bright.

Let's shine like the sun

And be bright like the stars.

Let's go into a new year

With a new me.

ADVAITHA A
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The past is gone,

Without a warn.

It's time to begin,

And try to win.

The new year is here,

There’s no need to fear.

Just something new,

Coming without a clue.

To do our best,

Is the biggest test.

Don’t thing of failing,

And never start wailing .

Have some fun ,

Get everything done.

Win a treasure chest

It’s the new year fest.
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The new years come and old ones pass by

Our old habits go,  and new comes come by

It is us who decide it to be good or bad. 

I push aside my past mistakes,

for this day i choose to correct them

May every great day,

Bring us sweet happiness and surprises

A happiness buffet, you choose, 

what kind of happiness you want to indulge in.

A change to change 

A chance to gain,

A chance to get you past mistakes right.

Let’s flourish and enjoy this new year.

The old year is behind us,

To the new year, just begun.
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Every year goes by so fast,

Writing resolution is a must

A new target is created

To replace the old and rust.

We start the year with new clothes

And fix the broken doors.

We feed the people in need,

To do a good deed

A new year is filled with new beginnings.
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Finally after the wait,

Comes the new year.

People take resolutions,

Without any fear.

With every new year we become a year older,

With a resolution that gets bigger every year.

People set goals and targets.

But only few will manage.

People try to break habits that are bad,

And if they succeed then they are glad.

Let's have a new year 

And strive to have a better new me.

SHWET GADDHYAN
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As the clock strikes 12, around me there is cheer

For I have entered a new year

It seems exciting knowing it has been a whole year.

I stand there in fear knowing 

Knowing it  new year, a day of beginnings

A courage then appears, life is too short

To be full of fear.Ma ybe I should let go 

And enter New year full of cheer.

SHAUNAK KOLIPAKA
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The sun never sets

In the land of happiness.

There are no bets

On this beautiful business.

it’s in your little mind

Weather to enjoy or to sit back and cry.

That’s what you need to find.

Just don’t quit yet,

For all the joy that awaits.

It’s time to let go of the past

It’s always the present that writes

The tales of later.

The rhythm of this year beats

As the nwe picture is drawn.

There is great happy treats

For there is no need to frown.
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